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Summary of Q&A Session of the Financial Results Briefing for the 27th Period 

(ended December 2019) 

 

<Q> 

There seems to be a robust property pipeline. Will acquisitions be made constantly 

going forward?  

<A> 

We picture the pipeline to be over 25 billion yen. We have around 10 billion yen mainly in 

Tokyo from the sponsor, and are gradually receiving specific deal cases from those with 

which we have had asset replacement transactions. The properties are valued at around 15 

billion yen and are located in the Kansai area slightly more than in other areas. It is not yet 

definite whether we can make acquisitions constantly.    

 

<Q> 

As for the acquisition fund, what is the acquisition capacity when relying only on debt 

financing and cash on hand? 

<A> 

We would like to control LTV at around 40%-45%. Acquisition capacity with LTV at 45% is 

15.9 billion yen. If we are to make an acquisition surpassing this amount, we will need other 

options in addition to taking out loans. If we are to conduct a public offering, we would like to 

lower the LTV back to the current level of around 42% after the offering.   

 

<Q> 

This is a story in the distant future, but Isuzu Motors Limited has announced that it 

plans to relocate its head office from Omori Bellport to Yokohama in May 2022. What 

will be your responses and outlook in light of this news?  

<A> 

We have not heard anything from the tenant yet. We do not have information whether the 

subsidiary which occupies Omori Bellport D, which we own, is also relocating, and thus have 

not taken any actions as of today. 

 

<Q> 

Is it a reflection of your conservative assumptions that the area with an upward rent 

revision forecast for the 29th period is small? 

<A> 

The forecast for the 29th period factors in what is visible at present with a conservative 

attitude. We believe the area with upward revision will increase through contract renewal 

negotiations going forward, but it can be said that we made a conservative forecast when 
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budgeting.   

 

<Q> 

Concerning the two properties transferred, did JEI have a strong intent to sell them or 

did the counterparty initiate the transactions with a strong intent to acquire them? 

<A> 

As to JEI Nishi-Honmachi Building, the transaction was realized as the buyer had offered a 

high evaluation with the precondition of replacing assets when we had been seeking a way 

to eliminate unrealized loss. Since we would have a gain on sale of around 2 billion yen and 

wished to utilize the gain on sale, we inquired if they would also purchase Kowa Kawasaki 

Nishiguchi Building. As the buyer does understand the business model of REITs, our 

negotiations progressed with the precondition that they would not only acquire properties 

from us, but they would also offer properties for us to acquire.    

 

<Q> 

Is it possible that the buyer ends up not offering replacement assets? 

<A> 

We understand that the prices presented at the sale of the properties are based on the 

precondition that the assets be replaced. The buyer has a long history of doing business 

with our group and is trustworthy, so we have no doubt that they will sell properties to us.  

 

<Q> 

DPU is forecast to be 3,000 yen in the 29th period when LTV will be quite low. What 

level of DPU can be expected after the LTV returns to the normal level after the 

property acquisitions? 

<A> 

We are certain we can achieve the DPU of 3,000 yen forecast for the 29th period. If we take 

out loans and acquire properties with the yield that is equivalent to the average yield of the 

portfolio for 10 billion yen in the future, DPU is likely to grow by about 80 to 100 yen per 

fiscal period.   

 

<Q> 

What are the background and reasons for the upgrade of MSCI Select Leaders Index 

and ESG rating? 

<A> 

With the inclusion of JEI in the MSCI index, we hope to have many investors invest in JEI, 

including making passive investment, and thus are working to improve ratings. We are not 

sure what specific conditions led to the rating upgrade, but we intend to make efforts going 
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forward so that the ESG rating will soon be upgraded from BBB to A.  

 


